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A novel method is presented for the automatic detection

of noncrystallographic symmetry (NCS) in macromolecular

crystal structure determination which does not require the

derivation of molecular masks or the segmentation of density.

It was found that throughout structure determination the

NCS-related parts may be differently pronounced in the

electron density. This often results in the modelling of

molecular fragments of variable length and accuracy, espe-

cially during automated model-building procedures. These

fragments were used to identify NCS relations in order to aid

automated model building and refinement. In a number of

test cases higher completeness and greater accuracy of the

obtained structures were achieved, specifically at a crystallo-

graphic resolution of 2.3 Å or poorer. In the best case, the

method allowed the building of up to 15% more residues

automatically and a tripling of the average length of the built

fragments.
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1. Introduction

Macromolecular crystallography (MX) is the primary tech-

nique for the determination of structures of biomolecules at

an atomic level of detail. MX has provided over 85% of the

entries in the Protein Data Bank (PDB; Rose et al., 2011;

Berman et al., 2000) and over 90% of those of complexes of

proteins that are larger than 80 amino acids. The continuous

exponential growth in the number of deposited PDB entries

demonstrates the increasing demand for crystallographic

three-dimensional structural information on biological

macromolecules.

The current state of the methodological art is such that

many challenging structure-determination projects come to a

halt at a certain point. In particular, crystals of large proteins

and their complexes may not diffract to a resolution at which

an atomic model can be straightforwardly constructed.

Indeed, even after semi-high-throughput sample screening,

the crystals of currently studied projects diffract on average to

about 4 Å resolution on synchrotron beamlines (Holton, 2005)

and only a small fraction of the measured X-ray data results

in a structure being deposited in the PDB. More precisely, the

ratio between collected data sets and published structures is

about 50:1 (Stroud et al., 2009).

The apparent problem with low-resolution X-ray diffraction

is that the amount of observed data that can be used for

structure refinement and calculation of an electron-density

map is limited. For example, for a protein crystal with 55%

solvent content that diffracts to a resolution of 2 Å there are

eight reflections per atom, whereas at a resolution of 4 Å this
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value decreases to one (Morris et al., 2007). This lack of

observations requires the use of additional restraints and

causes smoothing of density maps and a loss of detectable

atomic features. The development of automated structure-

determination methods in MX has predominantly focused on

high-resolution data, where bonded or at least angle-bonded

atoms are resolved. Thus, the determination of low-resolution

structures is usually beyond the normal operational range

of crystallographic software and necessitates a large, if not

excessive, amount of manual intervention.

Recent developments in the MX field do address automa-

tion in this resolution regime. Often impressive results are

reported for low-resolution structure determination, although

rarely can a complete structure be built without user inter-

vention. For example, using the PHENIX AutoBuild wizard

(Terwilliger et al., 2008) it was shown that structures with data

extending to resolutions around 2.8 Å could be built auto-

matically to a completeness of higher than 80%. At a reso-

lution of 3.3 Å the model completeness drops to 60%. A

comparable performance is obtained for model building with

ARP/wARP v.7.1 (Langer et al., 2008; Morris et al., 2003).

Estimates from the ARP/wARP remote model-building web

service suggest that structures at a resolution around 2.6 Å are

typically built to a completeness of 80%. At 3 Å resolution the

model completeness decreases to �75% and for cases with a

resolution of 3.5 Å one may obtain a structure with only 65%

model completeness. The Buccaneer software can build up to

80% of the model at resolutions down to 3.2 Å provided that

the initial map correlation is higher than 0.6 (Cowtan, 2006).

All these and related approaches are limited by the quality

of the initial phases; poorer phases generally result in less

complete models. Reduction of the model completeness at

medium-to-low resolution implies an increase in the number

of shorter unconnected fragments built. There are different

definitions of what is considered a correctly built model and

discussion of these is beyond the scope of this paper.

Overall, automated interpretation of MX data in general

and model building in particular in the resolution range 2.5–

4 Å requires more research if it is to be generally successful.

There is a need for novel approaches that will increase the

completeness and quality of derived macromolecular struc-

tural information.

More than 50% of the structures in the current release of

the PDB (Fig. 1) contain a vast amount of intrinsic informa-

tion: the so-called noncrystallographic symmetry (NCS).

NCS occurs if there are multiple copies of subunits or their

assemblies in the asymmetric unit of a crystal and these copies

adopt almost the same fold and tertiary structure. The NCS

order may be as high as 60 (e.g. lumazine synthase from

Salmonella typhimurium LT2; Kumar et al., 2011; PDB entry

3mk3); this results in 70% of all structural fragments in the

PDB being involved in an NCS relation. Two types of NCS

can be distinguished (Rossmann, 2001). An element which is

independent in the sense of rotation is defined as ‘proper’. An

example would be a molecule exhibiting an N-fold axis, with

each element rotated by (360/N)� to the next one. ‘Improper’

NCS is referred to in the case of arbitrary rotation between

two molecules in the same asymmetric unit.

The use of NCS has been an extremely valuable asset

elsewhere in crystallographic structure determination (Ross-

mann, 1972; Bricogne, 1974; Kleywegt, 1996; Terwilliger,

2002). Perhaps its most frequent application is in density

modification, in which NCS averaging helps to improve and

extend phases to higher resolution as well as to reduce bias in

cases where initial maps have been derived from an incom-

plete model (Kleywegt & Read, 1997). Here, the NCS rela-

tions can be specified by the user or derived from the

determined heavy-atom positions. The electron-density map is

segmented into areas related by NCS operators and for each

operator a mask or envelope function is generated. Within
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Figure 1
More than 50% of all structures in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) have
NCS relations (derived from PDB data, March 2011).

Figure 2
The result of standard automated protein model building of the test case
shiga-like toxin (PDB entry 1c48) with ARP/wARP and X-ray data to
3.0 Å resolution. No NCS was used and each of the five subunits was built
in a different way.



these masks, the initial electron density

for each operator is replaced by, for

example, an average density over all

NCS-related copies. A more recent use

of NCS relations in MX involves their

addition as restraints during structure

refinement (Murshudov, 2011; Adams et

al., 2010); here, the stereochemical

information from the regions of the

protein chain that have been defined as

NCS-related is added to the prior

probability distribution in order to be

used together with the observed struc-

ture factors in refinement.

Here, we introduce a novel method

for the automatic detection of NCS

during automated model building with

X-ray data at medium-to-low resolu-

tion. The derived NCS relations are in

turn used to improve the model so that

the built fragments can be extended and

become more accurate. In essence, we

exploit the fact that during automated

model building NCS-related subunits

are not built in exactly the same manner

(Fig. 2). The causes of this can be

manifold and include differences in

local solvent accessibility or map/phase

quality throughout the unit cell. During

the process of model building each

NCS-related copy of the structure thus

contains information which may be

lacking in another copy. Combining the information from

several copies helps to increase the overall structural

completeness. To circumvent computationally intensive

examination of electron density, our method is based on the

analysis of fragments of atomic models. In a number

of selected examples, we demonstrate how the developed

methodology is implemented in the ARP/wARP package as

a dedicated and efficient PNS Extender (Protein NCS-based

Structure Extender) module.

2. Methods

2.1. Data

In order to carry out computational tests, we used high-

resolution structures from the PDB as well as a number of

structures that had been submitted to the ARP/wARP model-

building web service and made available for testing purposes.

A good representative example is the 1.6 Å resolution struc-

ture of the B subunit of a mutated shiga-like toxin (PDB entry

1c48; Ling et al., 1998). The molecule is arranged as a homo-

pentamer, with each subunit composed of 69 residues. This

structure was predominantly used for the basic development

of the method. The full test set used for subsequent exam-

ination of the effectiveness of the method consisted of 11

multimeric structures that were determined at resolutions

ranging from 2.4 to 3.2 Å with asymmetric unit contents of

between 300 and 2300 residues in 2–10 NCS-related subunits.

The structures were characterized by varying secondary-

structural content, so that there were predominantly helical,

stranded and mixed �–� models.

2.2. Clustering of transformations between chain fragments
and identification of NCS-related copies

The method is based on the comparison of partially built

protein-chain fragments of an intermediate model during the

ARP/wARP model-building protocol (Langer et al., 2008).

With ARP/wARP, an initial protein model, a set of ‘free

atoms’ with no chemical identity or a mixture of the two (the

hybrid model) undergoes iterative transformation. In each

building cycle some ‘free atoms’ gain chemical identity and are

recognized as part of a protein-chain fragment, while others

remain free. The evolving hybrid model combines two sources

of information: it incorporates chemical knowledge from the

partially built model and the free atoms continue to interpret

the electron density in areas where no model is yet available.

The first step of the PNS Extender module (Figs. 3a and 3b)

involves an analysis of the partially built protein-chain frag-

ments for possible symmetry-related dependencies. Each
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Figure 3
Workflow of the Protein NCS-based Structure Extender (PNS Extender). Intermediate partial
models are examined for symmetric dependencies between stretches of two fragments (a). An initial
match is found between green and blue regions (b, red blocks). The initial match is extended in both
directions of the chain fragments (c, orange blocks). Once the extension is finished and the r.m.s.d.
between the extended matches (red blocks in d) is still below the acceptance threshold, each
extension (e, overlayed blocks) is NCS-transformed, as shown by arrows, onto the other fragment.
Finally, longer extended green and blue fragments are obtained (f) and their extended parts
(f, yellow blocks) are input as guides for protein-chain tracing.



stretch of a fixed number of C� atoms of each chain fragment

is least-squares superposed with each stretch of the same

length of every other fragment.

Pairs of stretches which superimpose with an r.m.s.d.

between C� atoms below a fixed threshold (0.4 Å for resolu-

tions higher than 2.8 Å, otherwise 0.5 Å) are selected for

further analysis of their rotational components. We use

quaternions to compare the rotations of matched fragments

following the formulation of Kearsley (1989). Quaternions

can be seen as vectors in four dimensions extending from the

origin onto the surface of a three-dimensional hyper-sphere

with unit radius. Thus, a quaternion has unit length and only

three parameters; the fourth one can be computed from the

other three. These and other properties (Mackay, 1984) make

quaternions a convenient tool for the description of three-

dimensional rotations as well as for animation in computer

graphics, computer vision, robotics etc. The difference

between two rotations can be determined by calculating the

dot product between the two respective quaternions. If the

difference is below 5�, the two rotations relating respective

pairs of C�-atom stretches are deemed to belong to the same

cluster. A rotation difference of 5� was chosen to allow some

variation in the derived NCS operators. This parameter is

dependent on the accuracy of the built fragments and may

vary as a function of resolution. Highly populated clusters

of rotations point to a correspondence between NCS-related

copies. Since only pairwise NCS relations are considered, the

method is able to detect both proper and improper symme-

tries.

2.3. Improving structural information by transformation of
NCS copies

To find the longest continuous region of the NCS match

between two fragments, we adjust each initial overlapping

stretch (as shown in Fig. 3b) by extending the matching region

in both directions along the chain (Fig. 3c). During the

extension we recompute the r.m.s.d. over the increased length,

Lext. Should the r.m.s.d. exceed a predefined threshold of

0.2Lext Å, the inspected NCS match is not considered further.

This helps to reduce false positives by avoiding arbitrary or

unlikely matches. Once extension is complete, the remaining

‘tails’ (Fig. 3d, blue and green ‘leftover’ tubes) are considered

on both sides of the overlap region. All C� atoms from the tails

of each fragment are NCS-transformed to the end part of the

corresponding fragment (Fig. 3e). Should there be stereo-

chemical clashes (defined as two atoms being at a distance of

less than 0.7 Å from each other) between an NCS-transformed

atom and any other atom from existing protein-chain frag-

ments, the former is deleted.

2.4. Weighting the found fragments

The extensions obtained from the tails of partially built

protein-chain fragments (Fig. 3f) are not error-free and

therefore need to be weighted according to their estimated

accuracy. The errors may originate from the detection of

matches between common structural motifs, such as helices,

which may not necessarily be related by NCS. In addition, in

the case of an NCS order higher than two, more than one

copy of the same extension can be obtained (e.g. for a trimer

fragment 1 transferred to fragment 2 and also fragment 3 to

fragment 2). Therefore, we implemented a weighting scheme

for extended fragments (Fig. 3d). This weighting accounts for

the clustering of initial rotational transformations (x2.2 and

Fig. 3b), as well as the preliminary fragment extension (x2.3;

Fig. 3c),

W ¼
ðScluster þ SNCSÞ þ C

ðNMatches � 1Þ

2
r:m:s:d:ext

: ð1Þ

This equation contains two parameters reflecting the relative

size of the cluster of rotations: the cluster size compared with

all other clusters (Scluster) and the cluster size compared with

the expected size of an NCS-related part of the molecule

(SNCS). These parameters can take values between 0 and 3 as

follows. Scluster is 0 if the considered cluster is smaller than the

average cluster size, 1 if it is larger, 2 if it is twice as large and 3

if it is three (or more) times larger. Similarly, SNCS is 3 if the

considered cluster is larger than the expected size of an NCS-

related part of the structure, 2 if it is half the size, 1 when it is a

quarter of the size and otherwise 0. NMatches amounts to the

total number of initially superimposed stretches (Fig. 3b) that

have led to the construction of the extended fragment (Fig. 3c).

C is a scaling coefficient that is usually set to 1. The denomi-

nator r.m.s.d.ext can take values between 0 and 0.2Lext as

described in x2.3.

Typically, the weights vary between 0 and 100. The higher

the weight, the more likely it is that the extension fragment is a

valid NCS hit. The weights are then used in further steps of the
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Figure 4
Flowchart of ARP/wARP protein model building, including automatic
NCS detection and its use for extension of the model.



procedure to rank the extension fragments. A limited number

of top-ranked extensions are fed back into the further model-

building process.

2.5. Use of identified NCS-based fragment extensions for
model building

Within the ARP/wARP workflow, the NCS-extension

method is applied to the intermediate model as depicted in

Fig. 4. Specifically, the obtained NCS-based extensions of

protein-chain fragments are added to the current hybrid

model before the main-chain building block. In the current

v.7.2 of the ARP/wARP software suite, the method is invoked

by default if the resolution of the data is poorer than 2.3 Å.

2.6. Derivation of NCS-based stereochemical restraints

The information about the identified NCS-related copies is

also used to construct stereochemical restraints for the itera-

tive refinement of the model with REFMAC (Murshudov et

al., 2011). This step ensures that the parameters of the built

hybrid model are adjusted to better fit the experimental data

and a priori stereochemical expectations. The application of

NCS restraints in REFMAC is realised by specifying chains or

fragments of chains that are related through NCS operations.

To ensure that we only formulate NCS-based restraints for

highly reliable chain fragments, we do so only for extended

overlaps that are more than 15 residues long. Furthermore,

since we generate NCS instructions for both main-chain atoms

(medium restraints) and side-chain atoms (loose restraints),

we only apply these to fragments that ARP/wARP has docked

into the sequence. By default, such NCS restraints are

generated if the resolution is poorer than 2.3 Å.

2.7. Designed tests

We initially tested the ability of the PNS Extender module

to automatically identify and apply NCS relations to the

appropriate parts of the model: the ‘exclusion’ test. A single

model, the mutated shiga-like toxin B subunit (PDB entry

1c48), was used for this purpose. We artificially fragmented the

structure by cutting out parts of the model in order to mimic

real cases, in which intermediate models may contain a large

number of unconnected fragments. To generate cases with

various degrees of fragmentation, we built ten differently

fragmented structures. Starting from the complete structure,

we successively deleted 5% of residues from each model, with

95% of the structure left in the first test case, 90% in the

second case through to 50% in the tenth case. The models

were fragmented by cutting out blocks of residues (15–30

amino acids; see Fig. 6b for the seventh case with 65% of the

model left) from different parts of the structure.

Subsequently, we evaluated the extent of the improvement

observed when all of the test structures described in x2.1 were

built using the automated model-building protocol of ARP/

wARP including the PNS Extender module. Each protocol was

executed with five cycles of model update and refinement after

each of the ten model-building cycles. For these tests, we used

ARP/wARP v.7.2, REFMAC v.5.5.0109 and CCP4 v.6.1.13

(Winn et al., 2011).

3. Results

3.1. The importance of scoring the fragment extensions

To prove the validity of the weighting scheme (as described

in x2.4), r.m.s.d. values between the NCS-extended parts of a

model (extension fragments) and a reference structure were

calculated for a spectrum of cases. These were compared with

the weights assigned to the extensions (1). As expected, small

deviations in the reference structure (of 0.2 Å or less) corre-

sponded to extensions with high weights (Fig. 5). Extensions

with low weights resulted in larger deviations (of �0.7 Å

or more) from the reference structure. This indicates that

extensions with higher weights are indeed more accurate.

3.2. Effect of the completeness of the structure in the absence
of the coordinate error

For each of the artificially fragmented test structures from

the mutated shiga-like toxin B subunit 1c48 (Figs. 6a and 6b)

we used PNS Extender to retrieve the missing C� atoms. Each

structure was checked against the full reference model to

examine the accuracy of the retrieval. For the first seven test

structures (5–35% of the residues excluded) our method

rebuilt the complete model with an r.m.s.d. to the C� atoms of

the reference structure of 0.33 Å or better (Figs. 6b and 6c). As

would be expected, the accuracy of the retrieved parts of the

structure decreased gradually as a larger fraction of the model

was excluded (Table 1). For the last three cases it was not

possible to retrieve the complete structure, although the

accuracy of the retrieved parts was still very high.

3.3. Incorporation of PNS Extender into ARP/wARP protein
model building

The main application of our NCS-based structure-extension

method is for improving model completeness/fragmentation at

medium-to-low resolution, specifically in the ARP/wARP
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Figure 5
Estimated reliability of the derived weights used for NCS extension and
the accuracy of the obtained extended parts of the model.



protein model-building protocol. The CPU requirement on a

modern desktop computer is dependent on the size of the

structure, its NCS order and the degree of fragmentation of

the starting model. The current software implementation is

reasonably fast – it takes less than a second for a moderately

fragmented homodimeric structure (2 � 331 residues) – which

is only a small additional overhead compared with model

building without NCS. The generation of NCS restraints for

refinement is even more rapid, since only the longest overlaps

between NCS-related fragments need to be identified.

For evaluation of the method, we tested a wide range of

parameters, including the r.m.s.d. threshold below which pairs

were deemed to match, the initial length for the identification

of NCS-related fragments and the

number of located fragments to be fed

back into the modelling process (ranked

according to the weights described in

xx2.4 and 3.1), as well as a number of

different protocols, including one with

an option to remove short matches that

have been identified as helix-only (using

the algorithm of Zhang & Skolnick,

2005). We further tested NCS extension with and without the

use of the best-ranked NCS relations as restraints in

REFMAC.

In all cases we observed a larger number of residues built

and a greater average length of protein-chain fragments; the

relative improvement in model building was almost indepen-

dent of the resolution of the data within the inspected range.

Notably, the resulting models became less fragmented, which

should simplify their completion by manual intervention. We

further noticed improved sequence coverage (the number of

built residues that have automatically been docked to the

sequence) in all cases. There were also decreases in R factor of

up to 7.5%, increases of up to 15% in model completeness at a
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Table 1
Validation of the method: exclusion test.

Completeness of the initial model (%) 95 90 85 80 75 70 65 60 55 50

Percentage of the model excluded (%) 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
Residues retrieved 17 34 52 69 86 103 121 107 122 126
R.m.s.d. of the retrieved structure to

C� atoms of the reference model (Å)
0.08 0.09 0.14 0.21 0.29 0.30 0.32 0.31 0.37 0.45

Completeness of the retrieved structure (%) 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 91 90 87

Figure 7
The best results for tests with variable r.m.s.d. thresholds for acceptance of identified NCS matches (0.4/0.5 Å) and a variable amount of top-ranking
fragments to be fed back into the model-building process. (a) Average completeness of the built model. (b) Average length of built fragments. (c)
Residues that have been assigned to sequence.

Figure 6
Validation of method properties: exclusion test. (a) The original structure (PDB entry 1c48); (b) the same structure with 35% of all residues excluded. In
(c) all missing residues in (b) were retrieved using PNS Extender.



resolution around 3.2 Å and a tripling of the average length

of the resulting protein-chain fragments (Fig. 7). The average

length of the built fragments was more than doubled for the

test cases with resolutions from 2.4 to 2.8 Å.

Subsequently, we identified the parameters of the protocols

that gave the best improvement for all tested structures at

various sizes and data resolutions. We observed that during

protein-chain tracing smaller fragments are more likely to

contain mistakes. This could be attributed to the fact that the

connectivity and nonbranching nature of the protein chain

serves as an extremely powerful constraint in model building

with ARP/wARP and helps to eliminate incorrect chain

diversions. Use of small chain fragments introduces noise in

the derivation of the NCS operators and smears out their

clusters during the identification of NCS-related copies. This

in turn disturbs the ranking of the NCS matches and ultimately

may result in incorrect extensions being sent back to the

model-building process and thus the introduction of additional

complexity in the chain-tracing procedure. In order to avoid

such problems, we set the minimum number of residues of C�

stretches used for initial least-squares superposition to the

current average length of built chain fragments in the struc-

ture.

We also found that a lower r.m.s.d. threshold for acceptance

of NCS matches provided better results at medium than at

lower resolutions, as the accuracy of the matches is likely to

correlate with the coordinate error. Thus, for data with reso-

lution better than 2.8 Å the threshold was set to 0.4 Å and for

poorer resolution data it was set to 0.5 Å. More elaborate

dependencies may be sought in the future. Additionally, only a

limited number of top-ranked extensions (typically three) are

fed back into the model-building process.

Overall, use of the method with the optimized parameters

resulted in models with 5% higher model completeness, 25%

longer chain fragments and 10% greater sequence coverage

than models built with the PNS Extender module switched off.

4. Conclusions

The obtained results prove the general benefit of NCS-based

extension of the protein model during building and refine-

ment. A protocol has been developed that provides notable

improvements within the resolution range 2.4–3.2 Å. Espe-

cially at resolutions around 3.1–3.2 Å, the use of the method

gave rise to a 20% increase in the chain length of the frag-

ments; the fragment length was generally greater than ten

residues, which is often seen as an indicator of a ‘good’ model.

Further optimization of the protocol parameters will certainly

provide further enhancement. Since PNS Extender is invoked

within ARP/wARP web-based model building (as of v.7.2),

there should be ample opportunity for its continuous evalua-

tion using a wide variety of cases where data are available.

In the ‘exclusion’ test scenario the chain fragments are free

of phase-dependent coordinate error. Also, there are no

mistakes in the traced chain fragments such as route shortcuts

or spurious loops, meaning that the test case was somewhat

idealized. There may, however, be inherent differences

between NCS-related parts of the structure, as there are

between chain E and all other chains in the model of mutated

shiga-like toxin B subunit. Indeed, the NCS operators are

rarely exact across all copies of a fragment and the reader is

referred to Tête-Favier et al. (1993) or Poon et al. (2010) for a

discussion on this topic. Nevertheless, in the exclusion test the

retrieval of the full pentameric structure to a very high accu-

racy (Table 1) was possible even when the initial model was

highly fragmented and contained only 65% of its C� atoms. We

thus estimate that in the best-case scenario, in which all NCS

matches are accurate and there are no coordinate errors, it

may become possible to retrieve the full structure of a protein

at 3.5 Å resolution in a single building cycle, even with the

current performance of the ARP/wARP protein model-

building module.

The NCS-extension method and the way in which its results

are used in the protein model-building protocol has certain

advantages over other possible approaches. For example, plain

averaging of the coordinates of the NCS-related copies may

not be the best option as it introduces a certain degree of

model bias and may also move some parts of the averaged

model out of the density. In our implementation, the NCS-

extended fragments are only used as potential C� seeds

(suggestions) to ARP/wARP for building longer chain frag-

ments. Therefore, the method is not expected to build parts

of the structure that lack support for coordinate placement in

terms of electron density and plausible stereochemistry. Thus,

if some parts of the NCS-related copies of the model are

similar then their convergence to similar conformations will be

accelerated by the method. If, in contrast, there are genuine

differences between the NCS-related copies then the NCS-

extended suggestions will not match the density and will likely

not be used to build the chain.

One main conclusion is that the accuracy of NCS extension

depends predominantly on the completeness of the initial

model, its degree of fragmentation and the coordinate accu-

racy (i.e. very good results will still be obtained for many

residues missing from a nearly correct model). Another

conclusion is that the use of NCS extension in model building

(at least in the current implementation of ARP/wARP protein

chain tracing) is always advantageous, but the degree of

improvement depends even more strongly on the complete-

ness, fragmentation and correctness of the model, which all in

turn depend on the quality of the phases and the data.

Although the method has been developed for proteins, the

symmetric nature of complementary strands in DNA calls

for an investigation of its applicability to model building of

polynucleotide structures.

5. Software availability

The NCS-based method for automatic detection of NCS

operators that are used for the extension and connection of

partially built protein-chain fragments as well as for the

generation of NCS restraints for REFMAC refinement has

been incorporated into the ARP/wARP software project

(v.7.2), which is available at http://www.arp-warp.org.
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